Neuroimaging findings in children with rare or novel de novo chromosomal anomalies.
De novo constitutional chromosomal anomalies provide important insights into the genetic loci responsible for congenital neurological disorders. However, most phenotypic descriptions of patients with rare chromosomal abnormalities are published as individual case reports or small group studies, making genotype-phenotype correlations unclear. Moreover, many clinical genetic reports do not include neuroimaging. We conducted a retrospective case series study of all children who had genetic testing done at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago, Illinois between 1985 and 2006. The case series was selected from a database containing all chromosomal testing results, clinical data, and neuroimaging. Clinical examination results were assigned by board certified geneticists and/or neurologists and neuroimages were reviewed by both a neurologist or neuroradiologist and a blinded neurologist. Of the 28,108 children in the series, we identified 34 children with novel or apparently novel de novo chromosomal abnormalities. Several of the cases represent potentially new genetic loci for neurological malformations and novel syndromic conditions. This study demonstrates the utility of large clinical databases in assessing genotype-phenotype correlations and mapping loci for congenital neurological disorders. We describe a case-series strategy to analyze existing databases to reveal new genotype-phenotype correlations.